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tenorshare has just released new line chat transfer tool called icarefone for line. its
written in python language which allows to transfer line chats to and from iphone, ipad,

mac, android, windows and linux. if you are looking to transfer your line chat history from
android to iphone, line chat export and line chat import tools are here to help you in the
best possible way. tenorshare icarefone 5.9.1.2 fully supports the transfer and backup of
mobile contacts. a user can move the contacts from one mobile to another. tenorshare
icarefone 5.2 also lets you backup and restore contacts from a mobile device to a pc,

mac, linux, or server. it lets you transfer all of your contacts from a mobile to another for
free. the latest version comes with many features including: whatsapp, wechat, trillian,

icq, facebook and much more. tenorshare icarefone 5.9.1.2 is a complete app to transfer
chats from many platforms to and from. it is a best online transfer app for whatsapp,
line, trillian and icq. tenorshare icarefone 5.2 is the best way to transfer chats from

smartphones to desktop. its user-friendly interface makes it easier for iphone users to
transfer chats from android to iphone. so, tenorshare icarefone 5.2 has become one of
the most-useful apps to transfer whatsapp chats. you can also use this application to

transfer myspace and facebook chats and much more to and from.2 works in the same
way as other apps that claim to do that, but it works efficiently as it supports both pc and

mac users. you can download the application for free. other features of tenorshare
icarefone 5.9.1.2 include backup and restore contacts from a mobile device to a pc, mac,

linux, or server. if you need to transfer your contacts from one mobile to another, the
best way is with tenorshare icarefone 5.2. once you’ve downloaded this program, you
will be able to complete your work without any trouble. and it offers all-in-one transfer

drivers for other chats like whatsapp, facebook and many others.
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with this application, you can
successfully transfer whatsapp chats,

contacts, call logs, videos, audios,
photos, and more. if you’re thinking,
“how do i transfer whatsapp?”, then
read this tutorial carefully. using this

application, you can easily transfer any
files within the selected whatsapp chat

or group. i carefone transfer for
whatsapp is compatible with android

and ios devices. it requires about 10%
of your device storage, which is free of
charge. if you’re a windows user, then

you’re lucky because icarefone
transfer(icarefone for whatsapp
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transfer) can be used for windows 10 as
well. it supports windows versions like

windows xp, windows 7, windows 8 and
windows 10. the tool is having an
inbuilt synchronization engine to

update the data backup after every 15
days automatically. this is just

awesome for windows users. icarefone
for whatsapp transfer is a premium tool
that has now added an option to create
backup of contacts. the interface of the

application looks a bit complicated.
however, you can install the app in

your smartphone and sync whatsapp
data easily. the tool is available in both
english and chinese language for users
to choose the language of the desired

app. you can also use icarefone for
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whatsapp transfer to get your lost
whatsapp data. this tool is a standalone
application. moreover, it works offline.
also, you don’t need to connect to a wi-

fi network to transfer whatsapp data
using icarefone for whatsapp transfer.

it’s one of the best way to restore
whatsapp data when your whatsapp

data gets deleted. using this app, you
can easily restore whatsapp chats,

contacts, multimedia files, etc.
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